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ATHENA Answers to 
DAC Questions 
(received on 12/22, 2021)



Questions received
• About Tracking, TR1-4
• About Calorimetry, CA1-2
• About PID, PID1
• About Electronics/DAQ, EL1-6
• About Auxiliary Detectors, AX1
• About Magnet, MA1
• About Costs, CR1

Questions PID1 and AX1, requiring comparative cost considerations with respect to the 
YR, have been cancelled because no cost estimate is included in the YR (E. Kinney’s e-
mail on 12/24,2021)
The Athena answers to all the other questions are included in the following slides 2



TRACKING
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TR1
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Q: The proposed silicon tracker is based on the 65nm MAPS technology currently 
underdevelopment at ALICE. What are the impacts on the silicon tracker design and its physics 
performance if ALICE has to fall back on 180 nm technology?
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The fallback option for the ALICE ITS-3 sensor — should the 65nm stitched Tower process prove 
to be unsuitable — is a 180 nm Tower process sensor with similar but probably not identical 
specifications.  Moving to the 180 nm process would probably involve moderately increasing the 
pixel pitch and a moderate increase in the power dissipation.

The current design goals for the ITS-3 in 65 nm technology includes a pixel size of 10 µm2 and a 
power dissipation of 20 mW/cm2.  ATHENA simulations include services (conductor material) 
corresponding to this power dissipation.  We have been conservative in the simulations: the 
single point resolution used only includes the geometric component of the pixel pitch. If one would 
fit the hit clusters, one can improve the single point resolution by typically 50%. While we believe 
it is probable that a single point resolution based on a 180 nm fallback sensor would fall within 
this margin, we have repeated our simulations with representative variations of pixel size and 
material budget (next slides).



5

The impact(s) on tracking and vertexing capability from the increased pixel size and additional material of the
proposed fallback solutions have been studied in ATHENA full simulations:

ATHENA baseline FullSim
20 µm pixel pitch
28 µm pixel pitch, X/X0 = 0.35% / disk

While fallback solutions can meet mid-central rapidity tracking resolution requirements, they degrade momentum
resolution at shallow angles, in the electron going direction both because of material budget and pixel pitch.

TR1



6

The impact(s) on tracking and vertexing capability from the increased pixel size and additional material of the
proposed fallback solutions have been studied in ATHENA full simulations:

Minimized material in the vertexing layers is crucial to achieve the vertexing requirements formulated in the 
EIC Yellow Report; increased pixel pitch associated with fallback solutions has a smaller effect.

YR requirement

10, 18, and 22.5µm
pixel pitch results for 
stitched sensors and 
curved silicon with
X/X0=0.05% per vertex 
layer

28µm pixel pitch has 
X/X0=0.3% per layerzoom

TR1



TR2
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Q: Based on knowledge and operational experience from currently installed/operating silicon-
based systems, estimate the number (or fraction) of dead channels to be expected in your 
proposed tracker (as function of time, if possible). Estimate the impact of this typical number of 
dead pixels/sectors on physics results. What fraction of the MAPS units will be active (versus 
passive balconies)?
 1st MAPS-Detector operated in collider experiment: STAR HFT

Based on Mimosa - chip significantly less radiation hard then new
MAPS-chips

During Au-Au RHIC RUN-2016: 5% of the pixels and one single
damaged sensor that prevented the ladder from being operated in a stable state
were lost. The latch-up based damage to the AMS 0.65 µm process sensors
was the main cause of the loss of ~5% of the silicon area. The latch-up based
damage was recognized only when the full detector was installed and due to the
very low cross section damage mechanism that was not accessible during
individual sensor testing. The details of the damage and the mitigation strategies
may be found in the NIM paper (https://arxiv.org/pdf/1710.02176.pdf).

This particular damage will not be representative of what can be
expected for the Tower 65nm based sensors under development as this type of
issue has been addressed in the design phase of ALPIDE (ALICE ITS upgrade
sensor) and such mitigations will be propagated to the new 65 nm Design.

 the loss of pixels had no impact other than the loss of 5% of the
acceptance on the tracking performance of the STAR HFT

STAR -HFT

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1710.02176.pdf


 2nd MAPS-Detector to be operated: ALICE ITS upgrade based on the ALPIDE Tower 180nm based sensors 
For the ALICE ITS upgrade extensive beam running with the full detector has not yet taken place. This is expected over the 

next year and the rate of beam induced damage, if any, has not yet been measured. We expect to learn much in the coming year 
and should any issues arise, we would expect to address them in the ITS-3 sensor design process. Our expectation based on 
extensive testing of ALPIDE is that the sensors should maintain their full existing live fraction over the anticipated 10 years of 
running at the CERN LHC. The installed ITS upgrade detector has a very high fraction of live pixels. 

Based on the construction of the middle layers (representative of the full detector) one can see the live pixel fraction and 
noise rates of the installed detector staves below. 
 with this number of life pixels, no impact on the tracking and vertexing performance is expected
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Fraction of dead pixels per module at 0 and -3V back bias Noise rate in modules, composed of 14 sensors with ~0.5 M pixels each.
All modules used in 68 delivered staves are included in the plot 

TR2



 Radiation hardness of the ITS-3
It is noted that the radiation dose from both ionizing and non-ionizing radiation is much lower at the EIC as compared to the LHC environment 

at ALICE. The estimated   dose rates for EIC may be found in the figure below and for more details at 
https://wiki.bnl.gov/athena/index.php/Beam_backgrounds . As shown, the dose rates are at  least a factor of 100 below the rate seen for the ALICE 
application. For the EIC use, we expect damage from radiation to be negligible. 
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Final ALICE Radiation Specification 

Nominal physics program x 1.3
and a safety factor of 10 included

TR2

https://wiki.bnl.gov/athena/index.php/Beam_backgrounds


TR3

➢ 𝜇𝜇RWell detectors operate similarly to other MPGD trackers (e.g. triple-GEM, Micromegas), which are well 
understood.

➢ Operation of 𝜇𝜇RWell detectors (10 cm x 10 cm) is well understood. The EIC eRD6 consortium (many of 
whom are convenors and contributors to ATHENA) has successfully built and operated several 𝜇𝜇RWell
detectors (10 cm x10 cm) under test beam conditions, as well as other groups (INFN, etc.).

➢ ATHENA members have expertise operating large triple-GEM and Micromegas trackers in experiments at 
JLab (Super Bigbite Spectrometer, PRad) and CERN (CMS upgrade), The eRD6 consortium successfully 
built and operated two 50 cm x 100 cm triple-GEM detectors under test beam conditions.

➢ 𝜇𝜇RWell detectors are being tested for applications at LHC experiments, such as CMS and LHCb.

➢ Considerably experience exists for the assembly and operation of 𝜇𝜇RWell detectors at INFN, Frascati. 
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Q: The 𝜇𝜇RWell foils are a more recent technology; large installations on a 1m scale are
proposed for ATHENA. Does there exist experience with long-term operation of such large
trackers?



TR4

➢ The last detector listing in the costing file “Tracking_GEM.xlsx” has sub items listed in the sheet “Activities 
and Resources”, referring to "GEM", but is costed as 𝜇𝜇RWell. This is mentioned in the "Notes" column.

➢ The 𝜇𝜇RWell was costed as follows: 

๏ It was assumed that 𝜇𝜇RWell foils cost the same as GEM foils, which were based on quotes from CERN. It 
is understood that there are additional fabrication details for 𝜇𝜇RWell foils!

๏ Each 𝜇𝜇RWell detector module used one foil rather than three foils for a triple-GEM detector. The number 
of support frames were also reduced in the 𝜇𝜇RWell modules compared to triple-GEM detectors to 
account for the two fewer foil layers.

๏ 𝜇𝜇RWell detectors, operated so far in test beam experiments, used independent HV inputs for the drift 
cathode and the 𝜇𝜇RWell foil, whereas triple-GEM detectors used one HV input that went to a voltage 
divider, which distributed the HV to the cathode and three GEM layers. Therefore, the number of HV 
channels were doubled for 𝜇𝜇RWell modules (conservative approach).
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Q: Your proposal includes both 𝜇𝜇RWell and GEM tracking detectors, but the cost sheets only
refer to GEMs. Please clarify whether the 𝜇𝜇RWell tracker cost has been estimated in the costing 
sheets with GEMs or is listed elsewhere or is possibly missing.



CALORIMETRY
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CA1
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Q: The barrel ECAL is an innovative detector and will add some additional integration 
requirements and risk. 
What are the physics impacts of the proposed design relative to a more simple design 
without the imaging layers? 
Could you describe in more detail the role of the different groups in the design, 
construction, commissioning, electronics, etc for this detector?



CA1 - Impact on Imaging Layers in Barrel ECAL
● Excellent position resolution allowing precise 3D shower imaging
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Significantly improved electron/pion 
separation with respect to E/p method
● Impact on DIS cross section and 

asymmetries 

Separation of ɣs from π0 decays at 
high momenta up to ~40 GeV/c.
Precise position reconstruction of ɣs
(below 1 mm at 5 GeV).
● Impact on DVCS and photon physics

Provides a space coordinate for DIRC reconstruction (no need 
for additional large-radius tracking detector)

● Improving PID for SIDIS and beyond
● Improved tracking resolution for high-momentum particles

Tagging final state radiative photons
from nuclear/nucleon elastic scattering at 
low x to benchmark QED internal 
corrections
Imaging layers provide: 
● precise measurement of photon 

coordinates and the angle between 
electron and photon

Allowing PID of low energy muons that 
curl inside the barrel ECal (< 1.5 GeV with 
3T solenoid field)

● Impact on J/psi reconstruction, TCS



CA1 - Physics Impact
● Electron/Pion Separation  (Rπ)
➢ Imaging layers significantly improve electron/pion separation
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With ScFi only: pion suppression based on E/p cut utilizing 
sum of deposited energy at different calorimeter depth

With imaging layers: order of magnitude improvement in 
pion suppression with Machine Learning methods utilizing 
3D spatial and energy information of the shower profile

Yellow Report requirement: Rπ up to 104

• The calorimeter performance achieves the needed Rπ
within a factor of 2 for p> 1GeV/c; PID will complete the 
work (see in ATHENA answers to the questions posed 
on-line during DPAP meeting last December, 
https://wiki.bnl.gov/athena/images/3/37/ATHENA_answer
es_20211215.pdf, slides nos. 26 and 27)

https://wiki.bnl.gov/athena/images/3/37/ATHENA_answeres_20211215.pdf


CA1 - Physics Impact, cont.
● Photon physics
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Separation between π0/ɣ

With imaging layers: using 3D shower profile separation of ɣs from π0 decays 
at high momenta up to ~40 GeV/c at R = 1.03 m and normal incident angle.

With ScFi only:

● Effective cell size of 2 cm × 400 cm

● Separation driven by timing resolution. Timing resolution at GlueX results 
in z-position resolution of the order of 3.1-2.2 cm for neutral showers at 0.5-5 
GeV1

● In the ideal case for balanced ɣs energy and requiring about 2σ separation (6 
cm) between showers - separation up to ~7 GeV (blue curve)

Spatial resolution of ɣ

● From imaging layers: of the order of ~1 mm (1 GeV ɣ)
● For GlueX ScFi: of the order of centimeters from timing resolution (~150 ps

for 1 GeV ɣ)

Yellow Report requirement:
• Fully matched with the imaging Calorimeter 

1 See Figure 28 in Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A 896 (2018) 24-42, Construction and Performance of the Barrel Electromagnetic Calorimeter for the GlueX Experiment



CA1 - Institutional Contribution

● Conceptual Design effort led by ANL group building on in-house 
experience with AstroPix sensor.

● Active search for collaborators and discussions with other institutions 
with AstroPix experience.

● Formation of the collaboration is an ongoing process; expected further 
contributions.

17



CA2

For 6 imaging layer design, that covers -1.5 < |η| < 1.2, the AstroPix sensors area is about 174 m2. 

Large Si detector arrays in advanced stage (large scale prototypes)
● ATLAS Inner Tracker - silicon strips1 (ITk pixel) 160 m2 (50 million channels)
● CMS high granularity calorimeter2 ~ 600 m2 (6.5 million channels)

● AstroPix sensors (derived from ATLASpix) will be used in the AMEGO-X NASA mission, which is a 40 m2

experiment sent into space. We expect AstroPix-v3 to be the final version and submitted in spring 2022, and 
ready in fall 2022. 

● We plan to use it off-the-shelf, meaning with no design modifications.

Advantages of AstroPix with respect to pixels used in e.g. ATLAS 
● AstroPix has very low power consumption (used in space) - 1000 times smaller power consumption per cm2 than 

ITk pixel
● AstroPix is a monolithic sensor - less complicated structure
● No bump bonding - less risk of damaging sensors

1 arXiv:2105.10367, ATLAS ITk Pixel Detector Overview
2 arXiv:1802.05987, The CMS High-Granularity Calorimeter for Operation at the High-Luminosity LHC2 18

● Q: What is the area of AstroPix detectors that are needed for the barrel; is this large relative to 
previous production sizes for this technology?



ELECTRONICS / DAQ
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EL1

2
0

Q: Summarize in a tabular form the current state of the readout chain. Examples of development stages can include "R&D", "conceptual 
design", "pre-prototype","full functionality prototype", "integration tests with detector", "ready for production", etc. 

* detailed 
in EL2

Detector Functionality Sensor technology FEE/ASIC
Status

(det/asic)

DIRC Position//Time ( Amplitude) MCP-PMT HDSOC Ready/prototype
dRICH Time / Time over threshold/position SiPM * Updated ALCOR Ready/prototype
eRICH Time / Time over threshold/position SiPM * Updated ALCOR Ready/prototype

EcalBarrelScFi Amplitude SiPM Updated STAR forward calorimeter read-out Ready/prototype
EcalImgBarrel Position/Time/Time over threshold ASTROPIX ( MAPS) - Prototype
EcalEndcapN Amplitude SiPM Updated STAR forward calorimeter read-out Ready/prototype
EcalEndcapP Amplitude SiPM Updated STAR forward calorimeter read-out Ready/prototype
HcalEndcapN Amplitude SiPM Updated STAR forward calorimeter read-out Ready/prototype
HcalEndcapP Amplitude SiPM Updated STAR forward calorimeter read-out Ready/prototype

HcalBarrel Amplitude SiPM Updated STAR forward calorimeter read-out Ready/prototype

Inner Vertex Tracker Position/Amplitude/Time ITS3 65 nm(MAPS) - Prototype

MPGDTrackerBarrel Position/Amplitude/Time Micromegas SALSA * Ready/conceptual*

urWELLTrackerEndcap Position/Amplitude/Time uRWELL SALSA * Prototype/conceptual*

GEMTrackerEndcap Position/Amplitude/Time GEM SALSA * Ready/conceptual*

B0Silicon Position/Amplitude/Time ALPIDE ITS2 (MAPS) - Ready/ready
B0preshower Time / Time over threshold AC-LGAD Updated ALTIROC Prototype/prototype

RP Time / Time over threshold AC-LGAD Updated ALTIROC Prototype/prototype
OffM Time / Time over threshold AC-LGAD Updated ALTIROC Prototype/prototype

ZDC,Ecal Time / Amplidute PMTs - Prototype/prototype
ZDC,HCal Amplitude/Time / Position PMTs - Ready/conceptual

TOF Time / Time over threshold AC-LGAD Updated ALTIROC Prototype/prototype

Low Q tagging Amplitude/Time/position PMTs Select existing ASIC Protype/conceptual

Luminosity monitoring Amplitude/Time PMTs Select existing ASIC Protype/conceptual
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EL2

2
1

Q: Provide a summary (e.g., in tabular format) of the specific R&D goals and development 
timescale for each individual ASIC, including each fallback option. For each ASIC, include 
estimate of when the decision needs to be taken whether to go with the baseline ASIC or the 
fallback option. 

ASIC proposed Institution(s) R&D Fall back option

ALCOR INFN
Current version for low rate. Increase data 

throughput. Test streaming mode
(low risk)

ASTROPIX ANL in collaboration with NASA Customization for Imaging calorimeter (low risk)

ITS3
EIC R&D silicon consortium in collaboration with 

CERN
65 nm technology ITS3, lower material budget and 

lower power consumption
180 nm

SALSA
CEA SACLAY in collaboration with University of Sao 

Paulo
Updated version of SAMPA for better performance 

and better support for streaming
SAMPA or VMM3

ALTIROC CEA SACLAY/CNRS
Customization for EIC / AC LGAD

Streaming
(low risk)

HDSOC64 NALU 64 channels version of HDSOC HDSOC32

• TIMELINES - Advanced prototype for TDR - start production around 2026 and ASIC choice will be frozen at that date 
(Detailed timeline in EL3)

• All ASICs are based on existing design: development of new chip mostly for improved data links for better rate capability 
and streaming support making the R&D fairly low risk, 

• SALSA is a new iteration of SAMPA with higher channel density / higher sampling rate / lower power consumption 21



EL3

2
2

Q: Describe the development plan and timeline for the customization and prototyping of
electronics specific to each sub-detector concept. 

Detector type ASIC proposed R&D Conceptual design Preprototype
Full functional 

prototype
Integration with 

readout chain
Ready for 

production
Fall back

MCP PMT HDSOC 64 channels 2022 2023 HDSOC32

SiPMT ALCOR 2022 2023-24 2025

Pixel detector Imaging 
calorimeter

ASTROPIX 2015 2018/19 March 2020 2021 2022 2023

MAPS ITS3 2019 2021 2023 2024 2025-2026 180 nm

MPGD SALSA 2020 2021 2022 2025
SAMPA or 

VMM3

AC-LGAD ALTIROC Early 2022

22



EL4
Q: For the various detector types, what are the requirements for precision and stability of
timing signals delivered to front-end electronics? How will these requirements be addressed by
the timing distribution system?

•Timing requirement for ATHENA dictated by the most 
demanding equipment: 25 ps for TOF

•Required precision and stability: already achieved at 
CERN experiments using lpGBT

•To achieve this, a synchronization clock with jitter below 
10 ps is required

23



EL5

• The detectors in the Athena DAQ do not depend upon each other, so any staging of the Athena detectors can be supported 
by the DAQ system. 

• For the tracking detectors, the calorimeters, and the far forward detectors the readout between the FEEs and the readout 
computers is expected to be limited by the number of links, not by the throughput required.    Staging the readout would 
involve leaving parts of the detector un-instrumented.

• The far backward detectors are expected to be read into a single FELIX board, so there is little gain from staging.
• The dRICH and pfRICH data volumes between the FEEs and readout computers is dominated by the dark currents which will 

rise with radiation damage.   The dark currents should be relatively low for several years
➢ It would be possible to read these detectors out with fewer FELIX boards for the first several years without modifying the 

detector readouts in any way.
➢ The need for the software trigger and/or pattern recognition to reduce the data volume on dRICH/pfRICH will not be 

critical during this period.   This time could be used to develop and test such algorithms.
• The demands on the processing computer, and data buffer farms scale with the number of hits recorded.   These farms can 

be built up while luminosity is increasing.
• Assuming full readout capability during the first two years of EIC operation, staging could free approximately $600k for the 

first two years.

Q: Describe possible staging options to the readout/DAQ/computing systems.
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EL6

Q: Provide the list of institutes with interest in directly contributing to the 
development of the:  a) different frontend electronics and different ASICs, for each 
detector technology;  b) common DAQ components

25



EL6

ASIC proposed Institution

ALCOR INFN

ASTROPIX ANL in cooperation with NASA

ITS3 64nm EIC Silicon Consortium in cooperation with ALICE and CERN

SALSA
CEA-Saclay in cooperation with Sao Paulo

ALTIROC CNRS and CEA-Saclay in cooperation with AC-LGAD Consortium

Table of Institutional interest 
(ATHENA Proposal)

Institutional interest 
for electronics items

26



MAGNET
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MA1

• A new 3T magnet  is part of the long lead items of the EIC project, therefore it is on a fast-track procurement and 

design schedule to be completed by CD-2/3A in April 2023.

• The timescale between the costing in 2021 Dollars and the actual execution is at the level of 1-2 years. It was 

therefore decided not to include this correction to cover the escalation of the magnet costing. 

• Magnet costing table: Appendix C of proposal – Table C.16

• What is provided below is the level of escalation under those conditions: 

๏ Growth rate: 3.5%

๏ Time scale: 1-2 years

๏ Magnet costing in FY21: $28.7M 

๏ Escalation for 1 year: Escalation factor 1.035=(1+0.035) / Escalated amount: $29.7M

๏ Escalation for 2 years: Escalation factor 1.071=(1+0.035)2 / Escalated amount: $30.7M 28

Q: Please explain why the magnet costs are not escalated from FY21$?



COSTS
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CR1

A (part 1): In general, the common answer for all possible upgrades of the present baseline design is the finalizing 
of the TDR for CD-3 (July 2024) which implies ~March 2024.

However, if a technology matures sufficiently, its realization is guaranteed, the cost is within the scope, and its 
performance is superior to that of the baseline design the technology can be adapted through a change control 
process (details later). The decision times vary for the various technologies discussed in the proposal:

• 𝜇𝜇RWell (annular MPGD around Si-Disks): Decision before CD-3
➢ Considerable progress by eRD6 ($30k remaining fund from generic R&D program)
➢ Rui De Oliveira (CERN) has just finished a 10x10 cm2 𝜇𝜇RWell prototype with a 2D zigzag (aka EIC 2D) 

readout scheme for eRD6.
➢ Plan for large size 2D 𝜇𝜇RWell prototype by the end of the year
➢ Relevant international effort to qualify 𝜇𝜇RWell for LHCb upgrade
➢ Experts are confident that technology change can be made in time for CD-3

30

Q: When would decisions need to be taken on upgrade vs. baseline technologies (for 
each decision)? What is the cost related to carrying the baseline development to those 
dates?



CR1
• Photosensors/LAPPD: changes to the baseline, if any, not later than 2025

➢ pfRICH: 2024
๏ INCOM Gen II capacitively coupled HRPPDs likely to do the job. Will verify pixellation, spatial and timing 

resolution performance in 2022; magnetic field resilience check and possible optimization in collaboration 
with manufacturer up to the required ~3T field will happen in 2023-2024.

๏ If LAPPD-like photosensors are used in pfRICH, they can also provide TOF information by detecting the 
Cherenkov light generated in the sensor entrance window by through going ionizing particles.

➢ dRICH: 2025
๏ Main issue is highly non-homogeneous magnetic field; the problem is not the variable field strength but 

orientation change across a 10x10 cm2 sensor surface. Obvious mitigation is to use smaller sensors.
➢ hpDIRC: 2025
๏ Capacitively coupled HRPPDs problematic because of high hit density. If one has to use DC-coupled 

HRPPDs, they will become available in 2022-2023, and we will have first performance estimates (without 
DIRC) in spring 2023.

๏ Dedicated beam tests with the DC-coupled HRPPDs, slabs & prisms will be needed (2024-2025)

31



CR1

• Alternative Radiation Gases/Pressurized Argon: Decision before baselining
➢ Substantial implication on the design of the dRICH and its gas system 

• DAQ/Simplified and updated Felix card:  Simplification and/or cost reduction, if any, need to be 
demonstrated before Summer 2026

32



CR1

A (part 2): The cost to bring the suggested technologies to a level where they can become baseline 
technology depends on the required R&D and engineering cost. However, in several cases there is also 
cost reduction involved. 

• 𝜇𝜇RWell
➢ R&D for large 𝜇𝜇RWell disk already accounted for within eRD108. The annular version will need a new 

prototype. 
➢ Cost reduction: 25% of material cost compared to GEM

33



CR1 
• Photosensors/LAPPD
➢ R&D Cost: Already included in eRD110. Will need ~$200k for pixelization and needed field resistance 
➢ hpDIRC
๏ Cost reduction when replacing MCP-PMT sensors - 50%

➢ pfRICH, dRICH
๏ No cost reduction on sensor side (LAPPD will cost 2 times more than SiPM) 
๏ Cost reduction of $0.7M because no low temperature (- 40 oC) cooling system needed

• Radiator Gases/Pressurized Argon  
➢ R&D: Pressure vessel engineering ~$100k
➢ No cost reduction for the vessel
➢ Cost reduction of 50% due to simpler gas system 
➢ Cost reduction of 90% on gas during operation 
➢ Saving the environment – priceless 

• DAQ/Simplified and updated Felix card
➢ No Cost reduction . Development cost would be approximately compensated by the reduced cost of the 

boards. 34



Appendix to CR1:  Change Control Process

• Once the project is baselined at CD-2 changes will become more difficult. The EIC Project Detector 
R&D continues through FY25 and as part of the risk mitigation often carries alternate solutions for 
detector technologies. Beyond CD-3, the detector R&D concentrates on items that have relatively late 
need for completion and installation dates (examples are ASICs, LGAD, and Si-vertex R&D beyond 
sensors).

• Decisions on upgrade versus baseline technologies can still be taken beyond CD-2 (and CD-3) 
through the Change Control Process. They will require a vetting of the technical risk, cost and 
schedule impact versus the project baseline assumptions in a change proposal, that needs to be 
submitted to the EIC Project Change Control Board if the change implies any use of contingency, if 
the schedule or the cost on a Level 4 (or higher) WBS element is affected by the change.

Information provided by project

35
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